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a b s t r a c t

This paper deals with the problem of forbidden states in discrete event systems based on Petri net
models. So, a method is presented to prevent the system from entering these states by constructing a
small number of generalized mutual exclusion constraints. This goal is achieved by solving three types of
Integer Linear Programming problems. The problems are designed to verify the constraints that some of
them are related to verifying authorized states and the others are related to avoiding forbidden states.
The obtained constraints can be enforced on the system using a small number of control places.
Moreover, the number of arcs related to these places is small, and the controller after connecting them is
maximally permissive.

& 2013 ISA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Discrete event systems (DESs) work based on changing states
by occurring events [1]. Supervisory control is a theory which
wants to restrict the behavior of the system for obtaining desired
function [2,3]. The restriction can be performed by disabling some
events in special conditions [4]. DESs can be modeled by Petri net
(PN) where its compact structure, modeling power and mathema-
tical properties have made it suitable for modeling this kind of
systems [5,6]. Moreover, the PN can also model a large range of
systems such as discrete, continuous and hybrid ones [7,8].

In DESs, there are some states which are called forbidden states
and the system should be prevented from entering them. The
reachable states without forbidden states are called authorized
states. In recent years, a lot of researches have been accomplished
for avoiding the forbidden states. Specifically, in flexible manu-
facturing systems (FMS) where deadlocks are major problems,
a lot of methods based on PN models have been proposed to deal
with deadlocks [9–16]. Some of them generate control places to
prevent the system from entering the deadlock states. Particularly,
many researchers construct generalized mutual exclusion con-
straints (GMEC) and enforce them on the system to satisfy a safety
specification that specifies which evolutions of the system should
not be allowed. However, achieving maximally permissive beha-
vior after this enforcement is important. It means that all the

authorized states should be reachable and all the forbidden states
must be avoided. Giua et al., [17] have proposed a method for
assigning GMECs to forbidden states in safe PNs which is developed
in [18] and [19] for non safe PNs. Also, region theory is a useful
method for generation of GMECs [20]. GMECs can be enforced on
the system using control places [21]. When the number of GMECs is
large, a large number of control places should be added to the
system which leads to a complicated model. However, the number
of control places can be reduced by considering PN structural
properties [22–28]. In all the above methods, the conjunctions of
the GMECs are enforced on the system, but, when the set of
authorized states is nonconvex, the disjunctions of constraints can
be enforced on the system [29].

In this paper, the aim is to develop the method in [25] for
obtaining a small number of control places with small number of
arcs in smaller time. For this reason, three types of Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) problems are solved to classify the forbidden
states in small number of sets where for each one of the sets,
a GMEC is assigned. The first type problems try to classify the
forbidden states in a small number of sets. For each one of these sets,
a GMEC can be assigned but the number of arcs related to the control
places may be large (in this step the number of control places is only
reduced). So, the second type of ILP problems is designed to change
the sets of forbidden states and obtain new sets. This leads to
reducing the number of arcs of control places. At the end, by solving
the third type of ILP problems, a GMEC is assigned to each one of the
new sets. Enforcing these GMECs on the system leads to a maximally
permissive controller with small numbers of control places and arcs.
So, the structural complexity of the controller is reduced. Moreover,
the hardware and software costs for implementing the controller
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may be reduced. At the end, to show the advantages of the new
method, some examples are introduced.

The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, some important
and basic concepts are introduced. The new method is explained
in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results are considered.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Preliminary presentation

In this section, basic concepts and important definitions are
presented which will be used later. It is supposed that the reader is
familiar with the PNs basis [30], and the theory of supervisory
control [2,3,31].

2.1. Petri nets

A PN is represented by a quadruplet R¼{P, T, W, M0} where P is
the set of places, T is the set of transitions, W is the incidence
matrix and M0 is the initial marking. Each marking of the PN can
be shown by a vector as follows:

MT ¼ m1m2m3…mn½ � ð1Þ

where, mi is the number of tokens in place pi and n is the number of
places. MR denotes the set of all reachable markings and is divided
into two subsets: the set of authorized states MA and the set of
forbidden states MF. MF is separated into two groups: (1) the set of
reachable states (M′F) which either do not respect the specifications
or are deadlock states. (2) The set of states for which the occurrence of
uncontrollable events leads to the states in M′F. The set of reachable
states without forbidden states is the set of authorized states.

2.2. GMECs and enforcing them on the system using control places

GMECs are the constraints that restrict the weight sum of tokens
in some places. The constraints can be assigned to forbidden states
to prevent the system from entering these states [17–19]. Control
places can be connected to the system for enforcing GMECs on the
system. In this case, for each GMEC, a control place is added to the
system. To explain how it is possible to calculate the control places,
suppose that the incidence matrix and the initial marking of the
system are WP and MP0 respectively. The set of GMECs is considered
as L�MPrb where MP is the marking vector, L is a nc�n matrix, b
is a nc�1 vector, nc is the number of GMECs and n is the number of
places. For each GMEC, a row is added to WP. These rows are
considered in matrix Wc and are calculated as follows [21]:

Wc ¼�LWP ð2Þ
So, the incidence matrix of the system after connecting the control
places is in the following form:

W ¼
WP

Wc

" #
ð3Þ

The initial marking of the control places are calculated as follows:

Mc0 ¼ b�LMP0 ð4Þ
Therefore, the initial marking of the controlled system is in the
following form:

M0 ¼
MP0

Mc0

" #
ð5Þ

The set of places in a PN model of an FMS is classified into three
groups: Idle, Operation and Resource places, respectively. To calculate
the set of GMECs (control places), the markings of operation places

should be only considered [13]. This concept leads to reducing the
numbers of states that should be verified or forbidden by the
controller [19] which simplifies the computations for constructing
the GMECs. The reduced sets of authorized and forbidden states are
denoted as MC�A and MO�F, respectively.

When the number of GMECs is large, a large number of control
places should be added to the systemwhich complicates the model.
In the next section, a method is proposed for obtaining a small
number of control places with small number of arcs which is
maximally permissive.

3. New approach for obtaining a small number
of control places with small number of arcs

In this section, the objective is to obtain a small number of
simple GMECs which enforcing them on the system leads to
obtaining a small number of control places and small number of
related arcs. So, the objective is to modify the method in [25]. To
do this, at first step we consider a set of safe constraints (with
unknown variables) where each one of these constraints are for
verifying an authorized state, and also a set of unsafe constraints
(with unknown variables) at which each one of these constraints is
for avoiding one of the forbidden states. Verifying all the safe
constraints leads to verifying all the authorized states and verify-
ing each one of the unsafe constraints leads to avoiding the related
forbidden state. Then, we solve an ILP problem to obtain the
unknown variables by verifying all the safe constraints and the
largest number of unsafe constraints and we save the answer in
a set like W1. Next, the verified unsafe constraints should be
eliminated from the set of unsafe constraints and should be saved
in a new set (for example we call this set as R1). If the set of unsafe
constraints is not empty, we repeat this step again for the
remaining unsafe constraints and save the answer in a set like
W2 that verify all the safe constraints and the largest number of
remaining unsafe constraints. The new verified unsafe constraints
should be eliminated from the set of unsafe constraints and must
be considered in a new set (we call this set as R2). Then, we solve
another ILP problem which verifies all the safe constraints and all
the unsafe constraints in the set R2 and the largest number of
unsafe constraints in R1 and replace this answer by the answer in
W2 (in this ILP problem a constraint is added that do not permit
the right side of the obtained GMEC increase more than before. For
example suppose that the obtained GMEC in this step should be in
this form: k1þk2þ…þknrx, and the number in the right side of
the obtained GMEC in the last step is 5. So, the constraints xr5 is
added to the ILP problem. This constraint can be lead to reducing
the number of arcs and their weighs). The verified unsafe con-
straints should be eliminated from R1 and should be added to R2. If
the set of unsafe constraints is not empty, we do these steps for the
remaining unsafe states (in this case, if we are in step t, we
consider R1[R2[…[Rt�1 instead of R1). When the set of unsafe
constraints is empty, for each one of the sets R1, R2, …, Rt�1 (by
considering that this is repeated t times), other ILP problems
should be solved to verify all the safe constraints and all the
constraints in Re (e¼1, 2, …, t�1) and replace the answer in We

(e¼1, 2, …, t�1). This concept is formalized and generalized in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Obtaining a small number of control places with
small number of arcs

Input: The set of authorized states MA¼{[z11 z12 … z1n], …, [zr1
zr2 … zrn]} and the set of forbidden states MF¼{[B11 B12 … B1n], …,
[Bt1 Bt2 … Byn]}.

Output: The small number of control places with small number
of arcs.
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Default: t is a variable and suppose that t¼0, and Rt¼∅,Wt¼∅,
Wt

k¼∅ (8 t, k), and Rt
k¼∅ (8 t, k) are some sets.

Step 1. Consider a generic constraint as follows:

k1m1þk2m2þ…þknmnrx ð6Þ
where mi is the number of tokens in place pi.
Step 2. Substitute the markings of the authorized states in the
constraint (6) and consider the obtained constraints as follows:

∑
n

i ¼ 1
zj; ikirx j¼ 1; 2; :::; r ð7Þ

which are called safe constraints.
Step 3. Substitute the markings of the forbidden states in the
constraint (6) and convert the smaller equal sign to greater
sign. Consider the obtained constraints as the following form:

∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki4x l¼ 1; 2; :::; y ð8Þ

which are called unsafe constraints. The set of unsafe con-
straints is denoted as H.
Step 4. t¼tþ1
Step 5. Solve the following ILP problem and obtain the
constants x and ki (for i¼1, …, n) which verify all the safe
constraints and the largest number of unsafe constraints in
H (this step is described in Remark 3):

min F ¼ ∑
lANH

f l ð9Þ

Subject to

∑
n

i ¼ 1
zj; iki�xr0 j¼ 1; 2; :::; r ð10Þ

∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki�x4�Q � f l 8 lANH ð11Þ

f lAf0;1g ð12Þ

where Q is a positive constant that should be considered large
enough and NH denotes

lj ∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki4x

 !
AH

( )

Step 6. Save the obtained constants in the set Wt and then
remove the verified unsafe constraints from H and substitute
them in the set Rt (if fl¼0 in the ILP problem in step 5, the
unsafe constraint number l is verified, else it is not verified).
Step 7. xt¼x (the obtained x).
Step 8. If t41,
Solve the following ILP problem and obtain the constants x and
ki (for i¼1,…, n) which verify all the safe constraints and all the
constraints in the set Rt, and the biggest number of unsafe
constraints in the set R1[R2[…[Rt�1 (this is described in
Remark 4):

min F ¼ ∑
lA N1

R [N2
R [ :::[Nt�1

Rð Þ
f l ð13Þ

Subject to

∑
n

i ¼ 1
zj; iki�xr0 j¼ 1; 2; :::; r ð14Þ

∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki�x40 8 lANt

R ð15Þ

∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl;i:ki�x4 �Q � f l 8 lAðN1

R [ N2
R [ ::: [ Nt�1

R Þ ð16Þ

xrxt ð17Þ

f lAf0;1g ð18Þ
where Q is a positive constants that should be considered large
enough and Nq

R denotes

lj ∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki4x

 !
ARq

( )

Replace the obtained answer with the answer in Wt.
Add the verified unsafe constraints to the set Rt.
Remove the verified unsafe constraints from the sets R1, R2,
… Rt�1.

Step 9. If the set of unsafe constraints is not empty, go to step 4.
Step 10. If t41, Solve the following ILP problem for each one of
the sets Re (e¼1, 2, …, t�1) and replace the new answers with
the answers in the sets W1, W2, …, Wt�1 respectively (this is
described in Remark 5).

min X ¼ x ð19Þ
Subject to

∑
n

i ¼ 1
zj; iki�xr0 j¼ 1; 2; :::; r ð20Þ

∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki�x40 8 lANe

R ð21Þ

where Ne
R denotes

l ∑
n

i ¼ 1
Bl; iki4x

 !
ARe

�����
)(

Step 11. Substitute the answers of the sets W1, W2, …, Wt in the
constraint (6). These constraints are the small number of
GMECs which enforcing them on the system leads to obtaining
a maximally permissive controller with small numbers of
control places and arcs.

Remark 1. In Algorithm 1, step 2 is considered because if the
constraints in this step are verified by the controller, all the
authorized states are reachable.

Remark 2. In Algorithm 1, step 3 is considered because verifying
each one of the constraints in this step leads to avoiding the
related forbidden state.

Remark 3. The ILP problem in step 5 of Algorithm 1 is considered
to obtain x and ki which verify all the safe constraints and the
largest number of unsafe constraints in H. In this problem, the
relation (10) shows verifying all the safe constraints by x and ki′s.
fl′s (for l¼1, 2, …) represent the relation between lth unsafe
constraint and the obtained constants x and ki′s. fl¼0 means that
lth unsafe constraint in H is verified by the obtained constants
and fl¼1 means that lth unsafe constraint is not verified by these
constants. So, the relation (11) is considered for verifying the
largest number of unsafe constraints. Therefore, the objective
function is considered as.
min F ¼ ∑

lANH

f l

Remark 4. An ILP problem similar to step 5 is considered in step 8
of Algorithm 1 for finding the constants x and ki (for i¼1, …, n)
which verify all the safe constraints and all the constraints in the
set Rt, and the biggest number of unsafe constraints in the previous
sets (R1, R2, … Rt�1). In this problem, the relation (15) is considered
to verify all the unsafe constraints in Rt. The relation (16) is
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considered for verifying the largest number of constraints in the set
R1[R2[…[Rt�1. In this step, the goal is to add the largest number
of unsafe constraints in the previous sets (R1, R2, … Rt�1) to the set
Rt. But, adding these constraints may lead to increasing the value of
constant x that may lead to increasing the number of arcs related to
control places. So, the relation (17) is considered to prevent
increasing the value of x. Adding the largest unsafe constraints from
previous sets to Rt by the same x reduces the number of unsafe
constraints in previous sets which leads to obtaining simpler GMECs
for these sets (also some of these sets may get empty). Moreover, the
numbers of arcs related to these GMECs may reduce. By fixing x, the
number of arcs related to the GMEC for Rt (after adding the unsafe
constraints) can be fixed.

Remark 5. In step 10 of Algorithm 1, an ILP problem is considered
to find new answers for the new sets R1, R2, … Rt�1.

Algorithm 1 is a good method for obtaining a small number of
control places with small number of related arcs which connecting
them to the system leads to obtaining maximally permissive
behavior. By using this method, it is possible to generate a small
number of GMECs in a lot of kinds of systems. The most important
result in this method is the number of arcs related to the control
places which is small. Moreover, the small number of arcs can lead
to the small implementation costs [32].

4. Experimental results

In this section, some FMS examples are considered to show the
experimental results of the proposed method. In all examples, the
forbidden states are deadlock states or the states that lead to
deadlocks. Moreover, the results are compared with some other
methods in Tables 1–3. In these tables, NCP, Narc and NRS are the
numbers of control places, arcs and reachable states, respectively.

Consider the PN model of the FMS in Fig. 1 which is taken from
[19]. This system consists of 19 places and 14 transitions. The sets
of idle, resource and operation places are P0¼{p1, p8}, PR¼{p14�

p19} and PA¼{p2�p7, p9�p13}, respectively. It has 282 reachable
states where 205 ones are authorized and 77 ones are forbidden
states. The numbers of states in the sets MC�A and MO�F are 26
and 8, respectively. To prevent the system from entering the
forbidden states, Algorithm 1 is applied to it for generating a
small number of GMECs. By applying this method, two GMECs are
obtained as follows:

m2þ2m3þm4þ2m5þ2m6þ3m9þ3m10r9 ð22Þ

m2þ2m3þm4þ2m11þ2m12r3 ð23Þ
Enforcing these two GMECs on the system prevents it from
entering the forbidden states. The incidence matrix and the initial
tokens related to these GMECs are respectively as follows:

Wc ¼
�1 �1 0 �1 0 0 2 0 �3 0 3 0 0 0
�1 �1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 �2 0 2 0

� �
;

Mc0 ¼
9
3

� �
ð24Þ

As it is obvious from the incidence matrix, the numbers of
control places and the related arcs are efficient. In this example,
two control places with 12 arcs are obtained. So, by using Algorithm
1, it is possible to obtain a small number of control places with small
number of arcs. The results are compared with some conventional
methods in Table 1.

Now, consider the FMS in Fig. 2 taken from [15]. This system
contains 19 places and 14 transitions. It has 168 reachable states at
which 96 ones are authorized and 72 ones are forbidden states.
The sets MC�A and MO�F have 13 and 11 states, respectively. After
applying Algorithm 1, 4 GMECs are obtained in the following forms:

3m3þ3m4þm6þm7þ5m12r5 ð25Þ

4m7þm11þm13þ2m15þ2m16r5 ð26Þ

m3þm4þm6þ2m11þm12þ2m13r4 ð27Þ

m6þm15r1 ð28Þ
The incidence matrix and initial tokens of these GMECs are

computed as follows:

Wc ¼

0 3 0 �2 0 �1 0 �5 0 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 4 �4 �1 1 0 �2 �1 0 2 0
0 1 0 0 �1 0 �2 1 0 1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 �1 0 0 0 0 �1 �1 1 0 0

2
6664

3
7775

Table 1
The results of some methods on the system in Fig. 1.

The methods [14] [12] [19] [28] [23] [24] [26] The proposed method

NCP 9 6 8 3 2 2 2 2
Narc 42 32 37 21 12 15 15 12
NRS 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205

Table 2
The results of some methods on the system in Fig. 2.

The methods [15] [19] [28] [24] [26] The proposed method

NCP 9 11 6 4 4 4
Narc 44 48 43 26 26 23
NRS 96 96 96 96 96 96

Table 3
The results of some methods on the system in Fig. 3.

The
method

[11] [13] [19] [28] [23] [24] [26] The proposed
method

NCP 16 19 17 10 5 6 6 6
Narc 88 112 101 89 55 45 45 45
NRS 12656 21562 21581 21581 21581 21581 21581 21581

Fig. 1. The FMS with 282 reachable states.
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Mc0 ¼

5
5
4
1

2
6664
3
7775 ð29Þ

Hence, 4 control places with 23 arcs are obtained. The results
are compared with some methods in Table 2.

Finally, consider the PN model of another FMS in Fig. 3, taken
from [19]. This model contains 26 places and 20 transitions. There
are 26750 reachable states where 21581 ones are authorized states
and 5169 ones are forbidden states. The sets MC�A and MO�F have
393 and 34 states, respectively. To prevent the system from
entering the forbidden states, Algorithm 1 generates 6 GMECs as
follows:

15m2þ15m3þ3m6þ3m7þ17m8þ17m9

þ3m11þ47m12þ50m13þ50m15

þ50m16þm17þ2m18r196 ð30Þ

m2þm3þm8þm9þ27m11

þ3m12þ3m13þ6m15þ9m16þ18m17r71 ð31Þ

6m6þ6m7þm9þ6m11þm12þm15

þm16þ5m17þ6m18r34 ð32Þ

m2þm3þm8r2 ð33Þ

m13þm15r2 ð34Þ

m12þm16r2 ð35Þ
The incidence matrix and initial tokens of these GMECs are

respectively calculated as follows:
So, 6 control places with 45 arcs are obtained. The results are

compared with some methods in Table 3.
The methods in [24,26] reduce the number of control places

and are simple in the case of computational complexity. But, the
number of their arcs can be reduced. The method in [23] can
generate the small numbers of control places but it has the problem
of computational complexity. As an instance, for the system in Fig. 3,
it should solve an ILP problem with 15640 constraints and 1700

variables which takes long time while the maximum numbers of
constraints and variables in the ILP problems of the proposed
method for this system are 427 and 51, respectively. For the system
in Fig. 3, the proposed method generates 6 control places which is
only one greater than the obtained number in [23]. On the other
hand, the proposed method obtains 45 arcs which is 10 less than
the obtained number in [23]. In this example the proposed method
and the methods in [24,26] obtain the same answer. For the systems
in Figs. 1 and 2, the proposed method and the methods in [24,26]
obtain the same number of control places but the number of arcs in
the proposed method is three less than the ones obtained in [24,26].
Reducing the number of arcs may lead to reducing the implementa-
tion costs of the controller. The costs include introduction of sensors
and actuators, the connection links, software modifications, etc.,
which are affected by the number of arcs between the control places
and the transitions [32]. For the arcs from the transitions to control
places and from the control places to transitions, the sensors and
actuators for detecting and disabling the transitions should be
installed, respectively, if they are required. For both kinds of arcs
going from or coming to control places, the connection links and
software modifications should be considered [32]. So, when the
number of these arcs is reduced, the implementation costs may be
reduced. Different costs of sensors, actuators and connection links
lead to different implementation costs. So, if we consider the same
cost for these parameters in all transitions, it is possible to compare
the implementation costs of the methods in Tables 1–3 by con-
sidering the number of arcs. In this case, the ratios between the
numbers of the arcs indicate the ratios between the implementation
costs of the methods in these tables. We should mention that by
changing the costs of sensors, actuators, connection links and, etc,
the ratios may change.

By using Algorithm 1, it is possible to obtain a small number of
control places with small number of arcs. So, the structural

Fig. 2. An FMS with 168 reachable states.

Fig. 3. The FMS with 26750 reachable states.

Wc ¼

�3 0 �14 0 17 0 0 �44 �3 50 �15 0 15 0 �50 0 49 �1 2 0
0 0 �1 0 1 0 �27 24 0 3 �1 0 1 0 �6 �3 �9 18 0 0
�6 0 6 �1 1 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 �4 �1 6 0
0 0 �1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 1 0 0 0 0 �1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 1 0 0 0

2
666666664

3
777777775
; Mc0 ¼

196
71
34
2
2
2

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð36Þ
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complexity of the PN model is reduced. Another advantage of this
method is its computational complexity which is rather simple. We
solve a few number of ILP problems and each ILP problem in each
step is simpler than the problem in previous step. Because when
some unsafe constraints are verified, they are eliminated from the set
of unsafe constraints and the number of binary variables (fl)
decreases.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a method for obtaining a small number of
control places with small number of arcs. To achieve this goal, the
authorized and forbidden states are given as input. Then, some
constraints with unknown variables are assigned to authorized
states (which are called safe constraints) and the other constraints
with unknown variables are assigned to forbidden states (which
are called unsafe constraints). Verifying the safe constraints leads
to verifying the authorized states and verifying each one of the
unsafe constraints leads to avoiding the related forbidden state.
So, three types of ILP problems are solved to obtain a small
number of groups (and also the unknown variables) at which
each group contains some unsafe constraints that can be verified
by the obtained variables (the obtained variables verify all the safe
constraints). Then, for each group, a GMEC is assigned. Enforcing
the obtained GMECs on the system using control places causes a
simple and maximally permissive controller.
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